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This paper grew out of an attempt to better understand the concept of 
the multiplicity of an irreducible subquotient in a Verma module over a 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra as introduced by Kac-Deodhar-Gabber [S]. We 
call a module local if the sum of all its proper submodules is proper and 
introduce in Section 1. In a sense, irreducible subquotients of a module can 
be represented by local submodules. Given an irreducible subquotient L(i), 
we introduce a dependence notion on the set CL(I) of local submodules 
having a quotient zL(~). Unfortunately, this dependence notion does not 
always lead to a dependence relation, for example, in the sense of Jacobson 
[2]. However, we managed to prove a same result as the Basis Theorem by 
establishing an exchange lemma of our own. Our main result, Theorem 3.1, 
states that the cardinality of a basis of CL(l) is precisely the multiplicity of 
the irreducible subquotient L(1). We also present, as corollaries, two 
results related to submodules of a given module, which have particularly 
easy proofs in terms of bases. 
1. LOCAL SUBMODULES 
Let G be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over a field 4 of characteristic zero. 
We fix a Cartan subalgebra H of G. As usual, G = N, 0 H @ Np where 
N, (resp. N _ ) is the sum of positive (resp. negative) root spaces of G. 
Denote by r+ the freeabelian semigroup generated by the set of positive 
simple roots of G. For 1, PE H*, we write Abp if ~-PLE~ +. 
Following [4], we consider the category 0 whose objects are 
G-modules M with the following properties: 
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(a) A4 is H-semisimple with finite dimensional weight spaces, i.e., 
A4 = 0 i-6 II* M, where M, = (c E MI 11~1 = i(h)t. for all /I E HJ and 
dim M, < X. 
(b) There exist finitely rnany elements i., ,..., E,, in H* such that 
M,, = (0) for any p outside the union D(2, ) u .. u D(IL,). Here D(i,,) = 
(E.,-r[r~f+), i=1,2 ,..., k. 
Let U(G) be the universal enveloping algebra of G. If M = U(G) u where 
c is a nonzero vector of M;, and N, v = 0, then A4 is called a highest weight 
module of highest weight 2. Among these, we have the Verma modules 
defined as follows: 
For i. E H*, let I,. be the left ideal of U(G) generated by N, and the 
elements /I - i.(/r), h E H. Consider the left G-module M(i) = U(G)/I;.. The 
following properties of M(2) are well known (e.g., cf. [I]): 
(a) If ~1;. is the image of 1 in U(G)/Z, = M(2), then N, c‘, =0 and 
hv, = i(h)vj for all hi H. 
(b) For any highest weight module M of highest weight 2, there 
exists a unique (up to a scalar multiple) surjective G-module 
homomorphism from M(2) to M. 
(c) MO,) has a unique maximal submodule which contains all proper 
submodules of M(i.). The corresponding irreducible quotient will be 
denoted by L(i.). 
(d) Any irreducible module in (” is isomorphic to L(i.) for a unique 
i. E H*. 
It is convenient to let Jj. = {U E U(G) i U. v, E the maximal submodule of 
M(2) ). Then for any G-modules Q c P such that P/Q z L(1) and for any 
v E P, such that 1’ + Q generates P/Q, U. v E Q iff u E J,. 
A Module ME c” is called local if the sum of all proper submodules of M 
is proper. Note that this definition implies that M has a unique maximal 
submodule, but not conversely. According to (b), (c) as above, any highest 
weight module is local. We fix a module ME I’ from now on. For 2 E H*, 
we denote by CL(/.) the set of local submodules of M having a (unique) 
quotient isomorphic to L(R). Also, for DE M, let (v) = U(G)o be the sub- 
module of M generated by v. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let i. E H* and let P/Q z L(k) be an irreducible sub- 
quotient qf A4. Then -the ,following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) PE CL(I). 
(b) P= (v)fbr all uE P-Q. 
Ptmf: This is evident. 
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Let PI/Q’ s L(i.) be an irreducible subquotient of M. Let PE CL(j.). We 
say P represents P’/Q’ if PC P’ and P & Q’. Note that Pn Q’ is the 
maximal submodule of P if P represents PI/Q’. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 1. E H* and let P’JQ’ z L(i.) he an irreducible suh- 
quotient of M. Then there esists P E CL(E.) such that P represents P’/Q’. 
Proyf: Choose G’ E P’ - Q’ in such a way that dim(r), d dim(v’), for all 
v’EP’-Q’. Choose ~E(c’);-Q’ and let P=(p). Clearly P/PnQ’zL(j.) 
and dim P;. = dim(o),.. It suffices to show P E CL(E.). Using Proposition 1.1, 
we can instead show that P = (u) for all LI E P - Q’. 
Let u E P - Q’. By the choice of I’, dim P, = dim( I*),. d dim( cI); . But since 
(u) E P, the equality must hold. In particular, 6~ (24). Hence P = (I;) = (u). 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let N c M he a .~hmodule. Then 
Proqf: Let N’ = x;, E II* xpEcL ,,,,. pc,v P. If N’# N, we can find sub- 
modules P’, Q’ such that N’ c Q’ c P’ E N and P’/Q’ z L(i.) for some 
j.E H*. By 1.2, there exists PEEL such that P represents PI/Q’. In par- 
ticular, P ti Q’. But, by definition, PC N’ and we have a contradiction. 
Thus N’ = N which proves the corollary. 
2. BASES OF CL(E,) 
In this section, we fix a module ME lp and a function 3. E H*. The key 
notion we are going to work with is the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A (finite) subset .d = {P, Pz,..., Pk ) c CL(A) is called 
independent if for every choice I)~E (Pj)j,, i= 1, 2,..., k, such that P,= (vi) 
the set {u, ,..., v~) is linearly independent. .&’ is called dependent if it is not 
independent. 
Remark 2.2. If dim M, = k, then any (finite) subset of CL(i) consisting 
of more than k elements is automatically dependent. Also, by definition, 
any nonempty subset of an independent set is independent. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For a set {P,, PI,..., Pk} E CL(I). The following are 
equivalent: 
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(a) i P, ,..., P, ) is independent. 
(b) There exists v, E (P, ),, such that P, = (v, ) and the set (c, ,..., vk ) is 
linearly> independent ,fi)r ever?* choice qf v,‘s, i> 2 such that v, E (P,); and 
P, = (I’,). 
(c) There exists a permutation 6 on (l,..., k} such that Pq,, at 
&,, Ph,,),for all i<k- 1. 
(d) For u (nonempty) subset A c ( I,..., k) and any choice of vi)s, ig A 
such tl~ut~,~(P~);~andP,=(v,),(~,.,u,)/(~,.~u,)n~,~~Q~rL(1)where 
Q, is the mu.uimal submodule qf P, ,for ull i. 
Proof: (d)+(a)*(b) is clear. 
(a) = (c) It suffices to show that a set {P’, ,..., Pk} s CL(I) is dependent 
if P: c I;!+, P! for all i. TO prove this, for each i= 1, 2 ,..., k let U;E (PI)j, 
satisfy PI = (~1;). Let Q be the maximal submodule of Pi. Since every 
element in (P,‘)j. is a scalar multiple of uj modulo (Qi);,, we can write, by 
assumption, u, = C;Y+, c,,u, - it’,, where C,E 4 and M’, EC:=, Q,!. By letting 
c,, = - 1, we get M‘, = xyi , c;,v,. Note that the matrix C = (c;,) has no zero 
columns. Under this circumstance, it can be shown that there exists a row 
vector (c, ,..., c,,,), c’;~d, such that d,#O for all i where (d, ,..., d,) = 
(c, ,..., c,,l)C. Note that JjJ’: , c;~‘, = x7=, d,u,. Now, since di#O for all i, 
we can write C;?l, c,M’, = z{.‘k, d,u, where U;E Q,! for all i. Thus 
C;l , dj( v, - ui) = 0. Since u, - ui# Qi, P: = (v, - ui) for all i, the dependence 
of (Pi ,..., P:,,} follows. Hence (a) q (c). 
(c)=(d) Suppose (c) holds. Without loss, we may assume 6 is the 
identity permutation. Also it is not hard to see that we only need to prove 
(d) for A = { l,..., k}. Let a=Cf=, u,. Now P, CL ET=2 Pj (the case when 
k = 1 needs no proof and we assume k 3 2) implies P, d Q, + C,“= zPj and 
hence v, $Q, +~~=z P,. Thus 
W(c)n(Qt+ ZfI P,)-((V)+Q,+,~~P,)j(Q,+i~~Pj) 
i=> 
~PP,IP, n(Q, +j/‘,)=P,/Q,. 
It remains to show that (v) n (Q, + Cf=, Pi) = (v) A (Cl= 1 Qj). Since (v) n 
C:= , Q, is obviously contained in (u) n (Q, + C:= z Pi), we only need to 
establish the reverse inclusion. 
So let xE(v)n(Q, +xF=, Pi). Since (v)= (I(G)v, there exists UE U(G) 
such that x=uv~Q,+~~~,P~. If uv,~p,-Q~, P,=(uu,) by 1.1. This 
would imply that P, =(u~,)=(x-Cl=~ UV,)CQ, +xfzz P, which is 
impossible. Hence uvI E Q, * u E J, * uui E Qi for ail i = 2,..., k. Therefore 
.Y = uv = xf=, UU~E J$=, Q,. This proves (c) = (d). 
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Finally we show (b) * (a). We prove this by contradiction. Assume (b) 
and suppose {P, ,..., Pk} is dependent. Since (b) clearly implies that 
( P2,..., Pk} is independent, there exist o,! E (Pi);. where P, = (vi) and C,E 4, 
i = 1, 2,..., k, such that u’, = Cf;= z c,ui. Let A = (i 1 c, # O}. Clearly A is not 
empty and the set { PiI in A } is independent. Since (a) =j (d) has already 
been established, (P,(iEA} is in de p endent*(u’,)/(~‘,)n~~~,., Qjz,5(n). 
Since P, = (u’,) E CL(I), P, n Cit ,,, Q; is the unique maximal submodule of 
P,. This implies that u’, -cu, =xiEA wi for some c#O where wieQi, ~‘EA. 
Thus co, = CIEA (ciu: - ,ci) which violates (b). So {P, ,..., Pk} is indepen- 
dent. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A subset g 5 CL(I) is called a basis of CL(I) iff g is a 
maximal independent subset of CL(i). 
As expected, our aim is to prove 
THEOREM 2.5. Any tbvo bases qfCL(1.) have the same cardinal number. 
As in any other context, the proof of such a theorem calls for an 
exchange principle. In particular, the theorem would be an immediate 
result if our dependence notion on CL(E.) can be turned into a dependence 
relation in the sense of Jacobson [23. Unfortunately, this is not always the 
case. For example, axiom III of Jacobson’s dependence relation requires 
the following condition on CL(i): 
“Let PE CL(1”), &, g G CL(I). Suppose {P> u d is dependent. If 
(R} v 98 is dependent for all R E G!, then {P} u 9? is also dependent.” 
Theoretically, our dependence notion on CL(E.) fails to satisfy the above 
condition. To see this, let u, u, w E M, satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) P=(t~),Q,=(u+n*),Q~=(u-w),R,=(u+w),andR,=(u)are 
elements of CL(E,). 
(b) P s R,. 
Clearly {P, Q,, Qz} is dependent in our sense and so is (Qi, R,, R,}, 
i= 1,2. But the dependence of the set (P, R,, R,} can not be verified 
without any further knowledge about the structure of the module M. 
However, a weak exchange lemma (2.8) can be established thanks to 2.3. 
It turns out that this lemma is sufficient for the theorem. First, we prove 
one preliminary result related to bases: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let B = {P, , Pz ,..., P,} G CL(i) be a basis satisfying 
P, CJ~ xi, i Pi for all i = 1, 2 ,..., m-l. Let PECL(A). If PcQ,+xj,,Pj 
for some k < m, then {P, Pk + , ,..., P,} is dependent. 
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Proof: Since 98 is a basis. .8 v (P} is dependent. This means that there 
exists u E P; where P = (L’), vi E (P,)j. where P, = (n,) and c, E 4, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
such that v=C;=, c,~‘,. Let c, = ... =cI , =0 and c,#O where t<m. If 
t<k, c,u,=v--~~,~u~ implies P,=(c,v,)=(~~-Cj,,v,)~Q,+~,,,P,. 
Since we assume P ti xi,, Pi for all i= 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, this cannot happen. 
Thus t > k and the result follows easily. 
Remark 2.7. The above proposition need not be valid if {P, ,..., P, ). is 
merely independent instead of being a basis. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let Sf = {P,, P, ,..., P,} c CL(l) he a basis satisfying P, a? 
C ,,,, P,Y for all t=1,2 ,..., m-l. Let i<jdm, v,E(P,);.-(Q,),, and V,E 
(P,),. - (Qj);. where, in general, Qt,. is the maximal suhmodule of P, , 
k = 1, 2 ,..., m. Let PI E CL(E,) represent (v, - vi)/(vj - ui) n (Q, + Qi) (the lat- 
ter is isomorphic to L(A) according to 2.3). Then W = (S? - (P, ) ) u {P:} is 
also a basis of CL(I). 
ProoJ: First, we show that &?’ is independent. Let UE U(G) satisfy 
u(ui- uj)g (P:),. and PI = (u(u,- u,)). We have seen that UU;E (P,);, - (Q,),. 
and uuj~ (P,),, - (Qj),. For k # i, let U; E (Pk);. - (Qk)j.. Suppose 
Ck ~, ck u; + cu( v, - u,) + &, , ckui = 0, where c, ck E 4. Using a previous 
argument as in the proof of 2.6 and the assumption P, & I,, , P,, for all 
t = 1, 2,..., m - 1, it is easy to see that c = ck = 0 for all k. By 2.3, J’ is 
independent. 
It remains to show that 99’ u (P} is dependent for all PE CL(I). Let 
P E CL(A) and let Q be the maximal submodule of P. Since g is a basis, 
&I u {P) is dependent. By 2.3, there exists a choice vi E (Pk)j. - ( QrJj., k # i, 
and u E P, - Qj. such that II = CF= ,. k +, ck 11; + tit), where ck E 4 for all k. If 
ci = 0, there is nothing to prove since (g - {P,}) u {P} is already depen- 
dent. So suppose ci # 0. Let u E U(G) satisfy u(v, - vi) E (Pi), - (Qi)j, where 
Q,! is the maximal submodule of Pi. As before, uu,$ Qj, i.e., P, = (MI,). Thus 
we can find w E U(G) such that ui= wuoi. Upon rewriting, we have 
u = &+i,, ckuL + ciu~u(u,- vi) + (c,v.j + C~WUU,). Note that wu(u, - vi) = 
vi - wuuj 4 Qi + Pi since Pi = (0,) & Qi + Pj by our assumption. Hence P: = 
(WV, - u,)). 
Case 1. cju,! + ci wuu, E (Pi) j, - ( Q,)j,. By definition g’ u {P} is depen- 
dent. 
Case 2. cjv~~+c,wuuj~Qj. Without loss, we may assume that 
({P, p,, P2,..., pj-J- lPi})U {P’> is independent. By 1.2 and 2.3, we let 
R E CL(/z) represent he irreducible subquotient 
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Let R = (I:‘) where u’ E Rj.. Then clearly we may assume L“ = (o + ~3’) - 
(c, nw( u, - l!,) + IV,) - ci =’ ,,LZ,~A(r;+~t.I,) for some \v’EQ, IV~EQ: and 
11‘~ E Qc, k = l,...,, j - 1, k # i. Now R = (L.‘) c (L’ - ciwu( ci - II,) - 
xi- h _ ;, h +; (‘/, r;) = (c,r; + c, II‘UZ‘, + xh >, ch r; ) c Q, + z/, >, f’, By 2.6, 
jR P , + , ,“.’ P,,,) is dependent. Thus there exist L‘;I E ( Pk),. - ( Q1),. and 
c; E q5, k =,j + I,..., m, such that c’ = z:;“=, + , c; VI. This gives that (c + IV’) - 
(L’,H’u( U, - L’,) + u’,) - CL = ‘,, I, i, c,~( L.; + u‘A )= C;“=, + , (,; 1.;. The desired 
result follows from this. 
This completes the lemma. 
Proof’qf’ Thorcm 2.5. Let .o/ = [ R, , R2 ,..., R,, i and .& = ( P, , P2 ,..., P,,,) 
be two bases of CL(;.). We need to show nz = n. Without loss, we may 
assume that P,Ct&,,PA, s=l,2 . . . . . m-1 and R,v5xk,,Rk, 
f = 1 ) 2 )...) I7 -- 1. 
For P E CL( i.), define 
r,, = max (k / ( P, Rk ,..., R,, ) is dependent ). 
Note that r,, = n implies P= R,,. Let &? = (A# G CL(E.)I.&’ is a basis of 
CL(R) and I.#‘/ = nz ). Clearly J E 52. For each .#’ E 52, put r(&) = 
x FE H, r,,. Without loss of generality, we make the assumption that 
r(d) 3 r(N) for all A?’ EG. With this assumption, we claim r,,# rp, 
whenever i # j. Note that we get m f n as a result of the claim. 
We shall prove the claim by contradiction. Let i<j and suppose 
r,,=r,,=k. Note that k<n since Pi#P,. Let u,E(P,)~,-(Q~)~., 
c, E (P,); - (Q,); where Q,, Q, are the maximal submodules of P,, P,, 
respectively. Since rp, = k, {Pi, R, ,..., R,,) is dependent. So there exist 
u,e(R,),. where R,=(u,), and c,~q5, t=k ,..., n, such that u~=C;=~C,U,. 
Likewise, t’,=C’,‘=/,d,~‘, where w,e(R,);., R,=(w,) and d,cq5, t=k ,..., n. 
By the maximality of k, c/,, and d, are both nonzero. By a change of 
notations, we may, for convenience, assume that Us = wk (mod S,) and 
cI = d, = 1 where Sk is the maximal submodule of R,. Thus ui - u, E S, + 
C,,/, R,. By 1.2 and 2.3, we let P:ECL(E.) represent (vi-u/)/(u,-u,)n 
(Qi+Q,). Then Pjc(u,-u,)cS,+C,,,R, implies (Pi, Rk+ ,,..., R,,$ is 
dependent by 2.6. This implies rp; > k + 1. 
Now, by 2.8, %‘= (&? - {P, 1) u (Pi) E Sz. But then r(W) = r(B) - rp, + 
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r,;> ~(98) which is impossible. Hence the claim holds and we conclude 
m dn. 
By symmetry, II <m can be proved in a same manner. Therefore nz = n 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
3. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
Recall [4] that a local composition series of a module ME 0 at 1 E H* is 
a decreasing filtration A4 = M, I M, 2 . I M, = { 0} of submodules of M 
such that either M,/M,+, z L(,u) for some ~23. or (M,/M,+ ,)p= {0} for 
all ,U > i.. The existence of such a series is guaranteed by the conditions 
required on M. The unique number of irreducible quotients isomorphic to 
L(E.) appearing in a local composition series of M at k is called the mul- 
tiplicity of L(i) in M[4]. Following Jantzen, we denote this multiplicity by 
[M: L(%)]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let j,E H* und let {P,, PI ,..., P,,,) he a basis of CL(1.). 
Then m = [M: L(i)]. 
Proqf: Without loss, we may assume that Pi Q! C,,i P, for all 
i = 1, 2...., m-1. For each i=1,2 ,..., m, put M2i-,=z,2rPi and M,;= 
Q,+Z,>,f’, E,>,,rP,=P~ by convention). Note that M,, , /M,, z 
P,/Q, z L(L) for all i. Consider the filtration M= M, 3 M, 3 ... 3 Mz, 1 
M Z/II + I = (0 ). Since each M2,/MZr + , E 6, i = 0, I,..., m, this filtration can be 
refined into a local composition series of M at i. by using a local com- 
position series of Mzi/Mzi+, at j” for each i. As a result, we get 
177 < [M: L(2)]. 
Conversely, let A4 = M, 3 M, I . . 3 M, = {0} be a local composition 
series of M at 3.. Let A = {iI M,/M,+ , 1 L(2)). Then IAl = [M: L(A)]. For 
each i E A, let R, E CL(/.) represent M,/M,+ , . Since R, c Mi and 
R d M,, ,> R Q? C,>,.,tn R,forall iEA. By2.3, (R,(i~A}cCL(%)isan 
independent set. Now 2.5 implies m 2 IAl since {P,, P*,..., P,,,) is a basis of 
CL(i). 
Summing above, we get m = [M: L(n)]. The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.2. Note that [M2i/M2i+, : L(2)] = 0 for all i in the above 
filtration. 
As corollaries to the above theorem, we present two results which have 
particularly easy proofs in terms of bases. We believe our work here is 
necessary in order to establish these results. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let E.EH*. Suppose [M: L(A)] = dim Hom,(M(I), 
M). Then [N: L(A)] = dim Horn&M(A), N) for all submodules N of M. 
Proof: Let E= (u E MI) N, u = O}. Then E is a vector space and 
dim Horn&M(A), M) = dim E. Let {u, ,..., v,} be a basis of E. For each 
i = 1, 2,..., m, let P, = (vi). Then P;E CL(A) for all i. Clearly {P,, P, ,..., P,} 
is. an independent set. Further, it is a basis by our assumption and 3.1. 
From this, we easily conclude that P= (0) for some UE: E whenever 
PECL(A). 
Now let N be a submodule of M. It is clear that {P E CL(I) 1 P = (u) for 
some u E E n N} is the set of local submodules of N having a quotient 
EL(I). Therefore [N: L(A)] = dim Nn E = dim Hom,(M(A), N) as asser- 
ted. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ME 0 satisfy [M: L(I)] = 0 for all but finitely many 
3. E H*. Then the ,following conditions are equiualent: 
(a) M has a,finite number of submodules. 
(b) For each 1”~ H*, CL(A) has a basis {P,,..., P,,} satisfying 
P,=,P,=, ... =,P m, 3 where ml = [M: L(A)]. 
(c) For each IbE H*, ICL(A)i = [M: L(A)]. 
In particular, the number of submodules of M is ~ nj. B n* (m ;. + 1) if (a)-(c) 
are satisfied. 
Proqf We prove the theorem by showing (a) =z. (b) * (c) =E. (a). 
(a) 3 (b) Suppose M has a finite number of submodules. To prove (b), 
it suffices to show that each CL(A), A E H*, is a totally ordered set by 
inclusion, i.e., either P c P’ or P’ c P for all P, P’ E CL(I). So let Iz E H*, 
P = (u), P’ = (u’) E CL(I). Without loss, we assume u E P, and u’ E Pi. Let 
Q and Q’ be the maximal submodules of P and P’, respectively. 
For c, c’ E 4, put P(c, c’) = (cu + c’u’). Since M has a finite number of 
submodules, we can find c, c’, d, d’ E 4 such that cd’- c’d #O and 
P(c, c’) = P(d, d’). Thus u, U’E P(c, c’). Without loss, we may assume 
c’d#O. Let u E U(G) satisfy u = cuu + c’uu’. If cuu E Q, P= (u - cuv) = 
(c’uu’) s P’. On the other hand, cuu $ Q * u 4 Jj. =S c’uu’ 4 Q’ =S P’ = 
(c’uu’) = (u - cuu) c P. This proves (b). 
(b)*(c) Let IEH* and let {P,,..., P,;} be a basis of CL(I) satisfying 
P, 1 P, 3 . . . 2 P,,. We need to show CL(A)= (PI, P, ,..., P,;}. Let 
P= (u) ECL(A) where u E P,. By 2.3, there exist USE (P,)A where P,= (u,), 
i= 1, 2 ,..., ml, such that u=Cyl, ciu,. Let cl= “‘c,-r =0 and c,#O. If 
t = m,, P = P,, and we are done. So let t < m,. By assumption 
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Icy:,+, CiUiEP,+, c Q, where Q, is the maximal submodule of P,. Hence 
u E P, - Q, and P = (0) = P,. This shows that CL(I) = {P, ,.,., Pm;} and (c) 
holds. 
(C)Z= (a) This is evident by 1.3. 
Since the second assertion is clear from above and 1.3, the proof is com- 
plete. 
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